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Ricky Arriola
Commissioner, City of Miami Beach

Why am I supporting the Convention Center Hotel?

To put it succinctly, I want to ensure that one of Miami Beach’s economic engines remains competitive in 
the marketplace.
 
Tourism is our main economic driver as a premiere beachfront city.  Tourism supports our hotels, 
restaurants and local businesses.  A small part of our tourist market is driven by visitors who come to 
Miami Beach to attend trade shows and business conferences.  We need to grow this market so we 
can diversify our local economy into a more business-oriented tourist market rather than simply being a 
vacation tourist market.  Convention center business helps us to do that. 
 
Miami Beach is undertaking a $515 million project to reinvigorate our Convention Center to attract 21st 
century conventions.  Modern conventions and conferences demand an immediately adjacent hotel in 
order to meet the needs of the conference attendees.  I support the hotel because it helps to diversify, 
and thereby strengthen, our local economy.

History

Carl Fisher was the founding father of Miami Beach.  There are some that ask what Mr. Fisher would 
say about the development occurring in Miami Beach today.  I know he would encourage it.  Let us 
not forget that the legend himself was a developer.  Fisher dredged the ocean floor of Biscayne Bay 
and dumped it on the raw land of a barrier island.  By the time Miami Beach became a city, the City of 
Miami was already 19 years old.  Fisher, a businessman, understood that in order to make Miami Beach 
competitive with its neighboring city of Miami, he had to innovate and develop.  He ended up creating an 
island resort, fit with a golf course, to attract Northerners.  The rest is history.

My Support For The Convention Center Hotel
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The convention center was originally built in 1957 and underwent a minimal renovation in 1986.  Miami 
Beach was a tourist destination when the convention center was built and did not have an adjacent 
hotel.  When it was originally erected, the Convention Center was a state of the art facility and attracted 
some high profile events such as the famous Ali-Liston fight (1964) or the Republican (1968 and 1972) 
and Democratic National Conventions (1972).  But since that time, Miami Beach’s convention center has 
lost its industry leading reputation for high profile events, Art Basel notwithstanding. 

Over the past 40 years, the convention center market has grown.  Other cities have opened larger and 
more modern convention centers with adjacent hotels to meet the needs of the market.  Those centers 
have usurped Miami Beach’s ability to draw the big ticket events it once had and relegated us to a local 
trade show market – which is the lower end of the convention center market.

A Competitive Perspective

Miami Beach does not exist in a vacuum.  Today, we are still competing with our surrounding neighbors.  
This is a positive though; competition pushes us to be better.  In late 2014, the Miami City Commission 
approved a “Downtown Expo Center” development.  1The Miami Herald reported that the proposed 
center will have a 1,800 room hotel.  To be certain, this will attract conferences that appreciate the 
convenience of having a connected hotel.  We have to compete with this new convention space, or we 
will be left with third tier trade shows that only bring traffic and little benefit to local businesses. 

What are our neighbors to the north doing?  Palm Beach recently opened its brand-new 400-room 
convention center hotel.  The project cost about $127 million and received a government subsidy for 
about 21% of the building’s cost.2  Jorge Pesquera, Discover the Palm Beach’s CEO, said that the hotel 
will be “South Florida’s only hotel that is structurally connected to a convention center, which gives us 
[Palm Beach] a competitive advantage as a desirable destination in the meetings market.3”  The Miami 
Beach Convention Center hotel is estimated to cost $400 million.  Unlike other cities, we will not be 
subsidizing the hotel’s construction, which translates into savings for, and no risk to, taxpayers.

Competition exists beyond the regional market of South Florida.  It expands to the national and even 
international market.  I travel a lot for business conferences.  Seldom are my industry’s conferences in 
Miami.  I have to travel to major cities like New York, DC, Chicago, Dallas, etc. to attend my industry’s 
conferences.  Even second tier cities such as Nashville, Austin, Atlanta, and Orlando have large 
convention center conference markets.  In almost every instance, the attendees stay at the adjacent 
convention center hotels.  The convention center hotel will be an economic driver for Miami Beach, 
which will help keep taxes down.  This is the new business model that conferences work under.
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Economic Benefits

Building a headquarter hotel will maximize our Convention Center’s competitiveness.  In turn, there are 
many benefits associated with the proposed hotel.

1. Industry Promoter — Conventions and conferences not only serve as a direct economic stimulus to 
the local economy but also as a means of exposure.  Conventions expose businesses across different 
industries to the amenities of the hosting city.  A 21st century convention center & hotel will attract major 
companies in the technology, pharmaceutical, financial, & legal sectors.  Bringing different business 
sectors into Miami Beach will diversify our economy, creating a “brain gain.”

2. Rents — Miami Beach can expect to receive an average of $24.6 million per year in rent and tax 
payments over the course of the hotel’s 99-year lease.  The payments will be divided equally across 
four buckets: traffic solutions, flood mitigation, education, and undergrounding power lines.  Note – the 
annual rents start small and then ramp up over time to allow for the hotel to become fully operational 
before making hefty annual payments to the city.

3. Job Creation— The entire hotel is slated to generate about 1,470 jobs.  Out of those total jobs, 530 
will be local construction jobs, 440 permanent hotel jobs, and 500 jobs to support the overall operations.  
The jobs impact has also taken traffic into account.  Construction workers will carpool into Miami 
Beach and park in the “staging area” (the parking lot immediately east of the convention center).  Hotel 
employees will also be divided across three shifts that work around rush hour traffic.

4. Traffic — Traffic is a major concern for our residents.  I share that same concern, and I promised in 
my campaign that I would address it.  Currently, the City Commission is tackling traffic head on.  We are 
currently underway on implementing mass transit solutions (including light rail); increasing our bike lanes; 
embracing traffic improving technology and more police enforcement of traffic laws.  It won’t happen 
overnight, but I am confident that we will make significant improvements in the next couple of years.  In 
the meantime, we shouldn’t stop projects that are good for our long term economy merely because 
some people spread rumors of possible short term impacts on traffic.  

Our independent traffic studies show that traffic will be slightly reduced by having a convention center 
hotel adjacent to the convention center.  It stands to reason that if conference attendees are able to walk 
to the center, they aren’t in cars or taxis trying to get over to the convention center.

The aim of the convention center renovation is to attract more conventions and less trade shows.  
What’s the difference?  Conventions bring more high-end clients that spend more money throughout 
Miami Beach vs trade shows which generally attracts a local audience that have to drive daily to the 
trade show.  The hotel will not increase traffic as independent traffic studies have shown.

5. Public Park — One of the aspects of the project that has me the most excited is the new park 
that we are building.  By building a hotel on the proposed site, we will have the opportunity to build a 
beautiful, state of the art community park.  The future 5.8-acre park will replace an unsightly surface lot 
and create more green space.  If by allowing the hotel to be 25 stories we can create
more green space for our residents and families to enjoy, then I am all for it.
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6. Mass Transit — Miami Beach is currently pursuing mass transit solutions to help mitigate our traffic 
and to plan for the future.  I believe that a booming convention center business will help pay for the 
infrastructure necessary to pay for mass transit solutions, such as light rail.  It is highly likely that the 
visitors to our Convention Center will be heavy users of light rail because the new rail system will be 
connected to the center.

Conclusion

Our City is investing in our Convention Center because we have a vison for the center to be the premier 
destination for conferences of the future.  Our customers, including Art Basel, have directly told us that 
we need a convention center hotel.  Art Basel has been an economic boom for Miami Beach and helped 
rebrand the region as one that embraces culture.  It has exposed a completely different clientele to Miami 
Beach than the one it had in the 80s and 90s that viewed Miami Beach as merely “fun in the sun.”  We 
are actively building a high tech ecosystem here with major industry conferences like eMerge Americas.  
The new convention paradigm requires a connected headquarter hotel, and we have an opportunity to 
get it for free – something unheard of in the convention center marketplace!

For all of the reasons stated in this memo, I support a convention center hotel.  In time, I trust the hotel 
will be viewed as one of those iconic structures that people imagine when they think about Miami Beach.

Photos courtesy of the GMCVB – http://MiamiandBeaches.com
1http://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/community/miami-dade/article2643203.html
2http://therealdeal.com/miami/2016/03/02/miami-beachs-west-avenue-residents-weigh-in-on-convention-hotel/
3http://www.successfulmeetings.com/News/Destinations/South/Florida-East-Coast-New-Developments-Meetings-2016/
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